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Bio Readers Integration with Guard Point Pro 

 
 

Publication 10UE430                                                               15th of June 2005 
 
Guard Point Pro version 1.3.024 officially implements Bio Readers, based on the Bioscrypt Fingerprint 
technology. This document explains how to integrate these Fingerprint readers on GPP. 

General Description and Preliminary Configuration 
Each Bio reader is connected to the system through two links: 
- Through its serial port to a system network: this link allows download, from the PC, the operational parameters and 
the fingerprint templates to the reader. 
- Through its Wiegand interface to one of the reader inputs (1 to 4) of a controller : when a fingerprint is recognized 
by the Bio reader, it sends to the controller the Wiegand code of the person and the controller checks the 
authorization of this person exactly as if it has received a Wiegand card from a card reader. It checks the parameters 
of this cardholder (Time zone, access level, etc.) and grants the access if authorized. 
 
Configuring a Bio reader is therefore performed by the following steps: 

1- Configuration of the network to which the Bio reader is connected. 
2- Configuration of the Bio reader itself. 
3- Definition of the ‘cardholder’ with its authorizations 
4- Fingerprint enrolment of this cardholder. 

 
Bio-readers received from Sensor are pre-configured so they can be directly installed in a system managed by the 
Guard Point Pro application. 
The purpose of this document is to explain how to configure Guard Point Pro which includes such bio readers. 
This pre-configuration is written on the back of each reader and is as follows: 
   - Reader type: either BioFlex, BioProx or BioPass 

- Address ID.: nnnnnn (each reader has its own address) 
- Baud rate: 38400 

Important note: 
If the Bio-Reader is not received through Sensor, you need to configure the unit with this configuration using the 
‘VeriAdmin’ application, selecting also mode 2 for the readers. 
Once the unit is properly configured, it then can be integrated into the Guard Point Pro network.  
 

1. Network Configuration 
Guard Point Pro communicates with the Bio-readers through standard RS485 or TCP networks where other 
controllers (IC2000, IC4000 etc.) are connected. Therefore, these networks must be defined exactly as for other 
controllers, through the ‘Parameter/Controllers Network’ screen. (Bio readers may also communicate through RS232 
via their AUX port). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note : With a V-Pass or a Bio-Pass, the ‘Waiting delay’ parameter must be >= 500. 
(in the ‘Parameter/Controller Network’ screen, ‘Definition’ tab). 
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1.1 On a 485 network 
Controllers and Bio-readers are installed on a same RS485 bus. This bus is connected to a serial com of the PC 
through a RS232/RS485 line driver: only the ‘C33’ or ‘Mini96’ line driver models may be used, which can only 
support baud rate from 9600 and higher. 
Bio readers baud rate must be 38400, which can be different from 
other controllers. 

1.2 On a TCP network 
In this configuration, Bio readers are connected to the RS485 side 
of a TCP/RS485 interface, usually located on a TPL extension card. 
The EXT-TCP96 must be used. 
Bio readers and controllers must have the same Baud rate,  
minimum 9600. 
Note that for a TCP network, port 10001 must be used. This means 
that when the Bio-reader are connected through Tibbo interface, 
this interface must configured to work with Port 10001 using 
Tibbo’s DS Manager. 
 

2. Bio reader Configuration 
Once the communication network is set, the Bio-reader may be defined as follows. 
 
From the ‘Parameter’ Menu, select the controller to which the Bio reader is connected, click on the ‘Reader’ tab and 
select to which reader the Bio reader is connected (Reader 1 to 4).  
The following screen appears: 
 
 
 
In the ‘General’ tab, in the ‘Technology’ field select 
‘Wiegand’ and in the ‘Biometrics’ field the type of Bio 
reader used (The reader type is written at the back of the 
reader). 
 
Tip: It is recommended to give a reader name linked with 
‘bio’ (Like ‘Bio Rdr1’) to facilitate future identification and 
searches. 
 
 
 
In the ‘Miscellaneous/Badge format’ tab, select the 
‘badge format’ according to the cards in use. See table 
2.1 for details. 
 
Note that when several readers are defined with a same 
technology, (defined in the General Tab, ‘Wiegand’ for 
example), they must have a same badge format. If some 
readers need a different format, their technology must be 
different (‘Wiegand 2’ for example, see ‘Mixing 
technologies and formats’ paragraph)  
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As soon as a Biometrics reader has been selected in the ‘General’ tab, a new ‘FingerPrint’ tab appears which leads 
to the following screen: 
 
Select the communication network and the 
Biometric Unit address (written on the back of the 
Bio reader). 
If the reader is to be used in to enroll new 
fingerprints, select the checkbox “Enrollment 
Reader”. 
 
Once you press the ‘Save’ button you can test 
the communication with this Bio-Reader as 
explained in the ‘Test Communication with Bio 
readers’ paragraph. 
 
 
 
 
Global security threshold: This parameter determines how stringent the criteria for passing verification is. Since 
the verification process always uses the lower of two security levels (the global and the template), a global setting 
that is very high means that the verification threshold used will always be the one stored on the template. If the 
global threshold is set to medium, the threshold used will never exceed medium.  
 
Bio Wiegand Format: Each template needs to be downloaded in a Bio reader among with a Bio ID, which identifies 
the person. This Bio ID depends on the Bio Wiegand format defined (as the card code depends on the Card format 
defined). Most of the time, the Bio ID is calculated by the system from the card code (see ‘Card code and Bio ID’ 
paragraph for details) and therefore, the Bio format must be defined according to the cards in use and the Card 
format selected, as shown on the following table 2.1: 
 

Bio Reader Cards Used on site Technology/Card Format Bio Wiegand Format 
No cards (If BioPass) Wiegand/Decimal Standard 26 bits 

Wiegand/Hexadecimal Standard 26 bits2 
Wiegand/Decimal Standard 26 bits 

Wiegand/Decimal 24 bits Standard 26 bits2 26 bits 

Wiegand/Decimal 6 digits Standard 26 bits2 
37 bits Wiegand/Hexadecimal Standard 37 bits3 

BioProx, BioPass1 or 
BioFlex with reader 

44 Bits Wiegand/Wiegand 44 Custom 44 
No cards or 26 bits 

cards 
Wiegand/Decimal Standard 26 bits BioFlex with keypad 

(model DL01PK) 4 
Other cards Wiegand Keypad/Decimal5 Standard 26 bits 

Table 2.1: Card format and Bio Format selection 
 
Note 1: For BioPass reader (which does not request cards), if cards are not used on other controllers in the site, 
select the ‘Decimal’ and the ‘Standard 26 bits’ formats. If cards exist on the site, select the same format used on the 
other readers. 
Note 2:  Using the standard Bio formats allows the ‘Inverse parity’ and ‘Duress code’ features. However, because 
the ‘Standard 26 bits’ bio format keeps as Bio ID only the 4 last digits of the card, there exists the risk of duplication, 
i.e. two cards which have the same 4 last digits (Example: 561234 and 781234) will have the same Bio ID. To 
prevent this case, use the ‘Custom 6 digits’ Bio format, which keeps all the 6 digits. (See ‘Card code and Bio ID’ 
paragraph for details) 
Note 3:  Same as for note 2: Standard 37 bits keeps as the Bio ID the last 6 digits of the card code. To prevent the 
risk of duplication, use the ‘Custom 37 bits’ which keeps the 8 digits of the card code. 
Note 4:  Use the DL01KP in mode 1 (Keypad option 5) or any keypad which outputs the code typed in a 26 bits 
Wiegand string. 
Note 5:  The keypad outputs 26 Wiegand string. Therefore, the BioFlex reader with its keypad cannot be installed in 
a controller which manage card readers using other card format: it must be installed in a separate controller, for 
which the technology ‘Wiegand Keypad’ has been chosen. On this controller, up to 4 BioFlex with keypad may be 
connected. (See ‘Mixing technologies and formats’ paragraph)  
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Fail string Code: Enabling this option will cause the ID number entered in the corresponding edit box to be sent to 
the Wiegand device when a failed verification occurs. 
The string is numeric and ranges from 0 to 65535. If the box is unchecked then no string will be sent for  biometric  
failures.  This option applies only to standard formats and will not work with custom Pass-Thru formats. 
 
Invert Parity if denied: Checking this option causes the Bio readers to send to the controllers a special code (card 
code with inverted parity bits) upon a fingerprint failed verification: Guard Point Pro will therefore be able to display the 
cardholder name of the rejected transaction. This option applies only to standard formats and will not work with 
custom Pass-Thru formats. It will be available on controllers where the option ‘Wiegand with parity check’ is enabled 
(through the technology dip switches controller selection) 
 
Inverse code if Duress Finger: The duress finger mode offers users a way to indicate a duress situation (such as 
being  forced  to  open  a  door  for  example)  by  verifying  with  a  specially designated duress finger. Each 
template can be specified as such by checking the ‘ Make Duress Finger’ checkbox  within  the  ‘Biometric data’ 
screen of a cardholder. When a successful verification occurs with such a template, the unit will perform the 
special action specified, such as reversing the Wiegand output  to alert the door controller of the duress situation. 
The controller will grant the access but send a ‘Duress’ transaction to Guard Point Pro. This option is available only if 
the card format is ‘Wiegand Hex’ and Bio Wiegand format is ‘Standard 26 bits’. 
 
Without Biometric Verification: This option, used with BioFlex or BioProx readers, allows the user to turn 
biometric verification on and off. Checking the box will cause the unit to bypass the core fingerprint authentication 
(i.e., no finger required) and to directly transfer the card code read to the controller.  Turning this off will result 
in a less secure system and is not recommended! The user  
assumes all risks associated with disabling biometrics. 
 

3. Cardholders authorisations 
The cardholders’ authorization is recorded as usual through the ‘Cardholder’ screen.  
 
Ensure that the system has calculated the Bio ID by clicking on the 
‘Edit’ button of the ‘Badge’ section of the cardholder screen. 
 
 
If this field is empty, calculate manually the Bio ID as follows: 
Click on the ‘Advanced settings’ option of the Badge screen and then 
on the ‘Calculate 1’ or ‘calculate all’ button.  
If the field remains empty, it’s mean that the system cannot calculate 
the Bio ID and it has to be read directly from the Bio reader. 
To do so, on the ‘Get Bio ID’ window on the right lower corner of the 
screen, select the Bio reader from which the ID must be read, click on 
the ‘ID’ button and then pass the card at the selected bio reader. The 
Bio ID must then appear in the field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recording Bio ID for BioPass and BioFlex+keypad: 
When only BioPass or BioFlex+keypad readers are used in the system, cards are not requested. However, a badge 
(even if it does not physically exist) and its Bio ID must be attributed to each person to be recorded in the Bio 
readers. Therefore, as shown on table 2.1, the Wiegand Bio format must be ‘Standard 26 bits’ and the ‘Card format’ 
‘Wiegand/Decimal’ (even if no cards are used). Card codes are manually entered through the ‘Code’ field of the 
badge or using the ‘Create group of badges’ option. The system then may calculate the BIO ID, which is, in this case, 
is equal to the card code. The keypad number to use at the keypad connected to the BioFlex will be this Bio ID, 
which is a maximum 5 digits code (max. 65535). 

4. Enrolling User Fingerprint 
Once a bio-unit is configured for use as an enrollment unit, it is possible to enroll a fingerprint for an existing user. 
From the cardholder screen, press the button “Biometric Data”. 
First choose from which Bio-Unit you wish to enroll. This is done by selecting from the drop-down list of Bio-Units 
which were designated as enrollment units. 
 
 
 

Bio template ID 
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To enroll, press the ‘Enroll’ button. A message will appear asking to place the finger on the Bio-Unit sensor and the 
amber light of the reader turns on: 
 
When the amber light (LED) is on, slide the finger across the Ridge- 
Lock without the finger touching the sensor. 
 
 
 
 
Lock: Position the finger where the first joint of the finger meets the Ridge-Lock. 
 
 
 
Drop: Lower the finger onto the sensor and apply moderate pressure. Once you 
place your finger, a message will appear indicating that the unit has detected 
the finger and is reading the fingerprint data. 
 
 
 
Hold: Keep the finger on the sensor until the top LED turns off. You 
may then remove the finger. 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggested Fingers: Index, middle or ring fingers. Avoid using thumb and pinky 
fingers since they are typically awkward to consistently position on the sensor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finger Placement: Completely covering the entire area of the sensor 
with the fingerprint will provide the best performance. Touching the sensor 
as if pressing a button creates an image that lacks information-rich 
fingerprint data. 
 
Once the fingerprint data is read, a graphical image of the fingerprint will be displayed together with a score 
evaluating the quality the fingerprint and its content, which is the amount of information contained in the fingerprint. 
To be satisfying, the quality score must be >= 20 and the content score >= 40. In this case, the enroller can save the 
fingerprint. If the score is not satisfying, the user should re-enroll the finger or choose another one. 
The security threshold for this fingerprint should also be chosen. This threshold should be proportional to the quality 
and content of the fingerprint. 

Ridge-Lock 

Quality Score : must be >= 20   

Content Score : must be >= 40  

LED
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Note that for directors, the ‘none’ threshold may be selected, enabling these directors’ fingerprint to be accepted 
even with a failed verification. 
The information created during the enrollment process is stored as a ‘Template’. The template contains one 
fingerprint together with the associated card serial number and other related data. 
To save the ‘Template’ to the database and to download it to all the Bio-units, press ‘Save’. 
Once the template is stored in the database, the ‘Download Template’, ‘New’ and ‘Delete; buttons will be enabled. 

Downloading Templates 
The ‘Download Template’ button enables downloading of the current template to all the Bio-Units in the system.  
When templates are downloaded to the Bio-Units, a progress bar in the bottom of the screen will indicate the status 
of the download. 
If the Bio-unit is connected through a serial connection and this connection is shared with other DDS controllers, the 
download procedure stops the polling on this network while downloading the fingerprints to the Bio-Units. Polling 
does not stop, if the communication to the Bio-Unit is directly over TCP/IP. 
In case there is a temporary communication failure during the download process, the action will be stored as a 
pending command. Later, when communication is regained, the pending commands will be executed. 

Adding and Deleting Templates 
Additional templates can be created for the same cardholder. In each new template a different finger can be enrolled 
or a previous existing finger. Enrolling an existing finger twice enhances the chance that the fingerprint will be 
recognised by the Bio-Unit. 
When pressing the ‘Delete’ button the template is deleted from the database and removed from the Bio-Unit. A 
process bar in the bottom of the screen will give an indication of the delete process. 
In case there is a temporary communication failure during the delete process, the action will be stored as a pending 
command. Later, when communication is regained, the pending commands will be executed. 

Deleting Cardholder Templates 
When a cardholder is deleted, all his templates regardless of the card serial number are removed from the Bio-Unit 
and deleted from the database. 

Managing Badges 
If a cardholder loses his badge and wishes to receive a new badge without the need to re-enroll his entire 
fingerprints, simply go to the Cardholder screen, select the lost badge from the list of badges and press the ‘Edit’ 
button.  In the ‘Code’ field enter the code of the new badge, and save the record. Select then the ‘Advanced setting’ 
check box and press the ‘Calculate 1’ button. Exit this screen, return to the Cardholder screen and press ‘Biometric 
data’ and click ‘Download template’: the application will then remove the old templates from the Bio-Unit 
corresponding to the old badge and then download new templates with the cardholders fingerprints associated with 
the new badge code.  
In case there is a temporary communication failure during this process, the action will be stored as a pending 
command. Later, when communication is regained, the pending commands will be executed. 

Managing Bio Units 
From the Main menu select the ‘Diagnose’ screen. On the right side of the Menu bar select ‘Biometric Readers’. You 
will view all the Bio-Readers sorted by their communication networks. Choosing a Bio-Unit you will receive 
information about its memory status, name and address. 
From the Download menu you can initialize the selected Unit/s or download all of the templates to them. 
 

5- Mixing Technologies and formats 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Controller

BioPass

BioFlex+Card reader 

BioFlex+Keypad

Wiegand 
card reader 
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When different readers are used on the same controller, they must have the same technology (defined in the 
‘Reader/General’ Tab), the same Card format (defined in the ‘Reader/Miscellaneous-Badge format’ Tab) and the 
same Bio Format (defined in the ‘Reader/Fingerprint’ Tab). 
 
If some readers need a different format (for example, they must read another type of Wiegand card), their 
technology must be different, ‘Wiegand 2’ for example, and they must be connected on a different controller.  
Then, a single person will have several cards with different card codes, one per technology, and to each of these 
card codes, a different Bio ID will be calculated. They will be recorded and displayed at the ‘Badge’ screen, by 
selecting the corresponding technology. 
 
A BioFlex+Keypad reader may operate only with the ‘Decimal’ card format and with the ‘Standard 26 bits’ Bio format. 
Therefore, it can be mixed with other card readers of a same controller only if these card readers get these formats. 
If not possible, i.e. the format used in the system is different (hexadecimal or other), this BioFlex+Keypad reader 
must be installed on a separate controller (with other BioFlex+keypad readers if needed) and all the readers of this 
controller must be defined as follows: 

- Technology: ‘Wiegand Keypad’ 
- Badge format: ‘Decimal’ 
- Bio Format: ‘Standard 26 bits’ 

 

6- Testing the Communication with Bio readers 
 
Testing the communication with a Bio-Reader is 
done as follows: 
- Exit the controller screen. 
- Go to ‘Communication/Diagnose’ option 
- Press on the screen the ‘Biometric readers’ 
button and highlight a Bio reader. If 
communication is established you will see the 
Unit type name and the available memory on 
that unit as follows: 
 
 

 
 

7- Card code and Bio ID (for advanced readers only). 
 
 
To each cardholder, the system attributes two codes, the 
card code and the Bio ID code: 
 
- The card code is the code written into the card and 
downloaded to the corresponding controller. This code is 
recorded in the Guard Point Pro database through the 
‘Badge’ screen, either directly by typing it or through the 
‘Get from card’ option: 

- To get the card code from a regular reader, press 
the ‘get from card’ button and pass the card on a 
regular reader: when the card code appears on the 
window, select it and press OK. 
- To get the card code from a Bio reader, press the ‘get 
from card’ button, select the Bio reader in the lower ‘get 
card code from Bio reader’ window and press the 
button right to this field. Pass the card to the selected 
Bio reader: when the card code appears on the window, 
select it and press OK. 

 
This card code depends of the card technology defined in 
the ‘General’ tab and the card format defined through the 
‘Miscellaneous/Badge format’ Tab. 
 
- The Bio ID is the code linked to a template and 
downloaded into the Bio readers among with its template. 
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Most of the time, a link exists between the card code and the Bio ID and then, Guard Point Pro may  calculate 
directly this Bio ID and displays it in the ‘Bio Template ID’ field of the badge screen (See table 7.1). 
The Bio ID depends of the Bio Wiegand format defined, as follows: 
Standard 26 bits: The bio is the decimal conversion of the last 4 hexa digits of the card code. 
Standard 37 bits: The bio is the decimal conversion of the last 6 hexa digits of the card code. 
Custom Pass Thru: A customized Bio format which allows the user to define which bits to use in the Wiegand bits 
string to define the Bio ID. This ‘Pass-thru’ format get three parameters: tt/st/nm = ‘Total bits’ to pass to the TPL/the 
‘ID start bit’ position/the ‘ID length bits’. 
 
 
The Bio ID is recorded in Guard Point Pro as follows: 
  - If a link exists between the card code and the ID code, 
Guard Point Pro automatically computes this ID code from 
the card code (after ‘save’) and display it on the Bio template 
ID field. This ID code may also be manually calculated by 
clicking on  the ‘Advanced settings’ of the Badge screen and 
then on the ‘Calculate 1’ or ‘calculate all’ button. 
  - If no link exists, the ID may be directly read from the Bio 
reader by clicking on the ‘Advanced settings’ of the Badge 
screen and then on the ‘Get Bio ID’ windows which appears 
on the right lower corner of the screen: select from which Bio 
readers the ID must be read, click on the ‘ID’ button and 
then pass the card at the selected bio reader. 
 
 
The following table 7.1 shows the different formats recognized by Guard Point Pro for which the Bio ID code is 
automatically calculated. Other bio formats can be created using the ‘Custom Pass-thru’ format but for these 
customized formats, the Bio ID will not be calculated, and therefore must be read from the Bio readers. 
 

Card Type  
bit string 

Card 
technology 

/Format 

Bio Wiegand 
Format 

Card code Bio ID 1 Inverse 
Parity 

Duress 
Code 

Standard  
26 bits 

C1…C6
 

=(b23….b0)in hexa 
D1…D5

 

=(b15…b0)in dec 
Possible Possible

Wiegand 
/Hexadecimal Custom 6 digits 

=Pass-Thru 
26/1/24 

C1…C6
 

=(b23….b0)in hexa 
D1…D8

 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
- - 

Wiegand 
/Decimal 

Standard  
26 bits 

D1…D5
 

=(b15…b0)in dec 
D1…D5

 

=(b15…b0)in dec 
Possible - 

Standard  
26 bits 

D1…D8
 note 1 D1…D5

 

=(b15…b0)in dec 
Possible - 

Wiegand 
/Decimal 24 

bits 
Custom 6 digits 

=Pass-Thru 
26/1/24 

D1…D8
 note 1 D1…D8

 note 2 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
- - 

Standard  
26 bits 

D1…D8
 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
D1…D5

 

=(b15…b0)in dec 
Possible - 

26 Bits 
/ peb23….b0po 

 
Pe = Even Parity 
Po = Odd Parity 
b23….b0=24 data 

bits 

Wiegand 
/Decimal 6 

digits 
Custom 6 digits 

=Pass-Thru 
26/1/24 

D1…D8
 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
D1…D8

 note 2 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
- - 

37 Bits 
/peb34….b0po 

Wiegand 
/Hexadecimal 

Standard  
37 bits 

C1…C8
 

=(b31….b0)in hexa 
D1…D8

 

=(b23…b0)in dec 
Possible - 

44 Bits 
/b39….b0p3p2p1po 

Wiegand 44 
 

Custom 44 bits 
=Pass-Thru 

44/8/32 

C1…C8
 

=(b31….b0)in hexa 
D1…D8

 

=(b31…b0)in dec 
- - 

 
Table 7.1: Card and Bio Formats recognized by Guard Point Pro 

Notes: 
1: D1…D8 = 8 decimal digits: D1D2D3=decimal conversion of b23…b16 ,  D4…D8=decimal conversion of b15…b0 
2: d1…d8 = 8 digits, decimal conversion of bits b23….b0 . The advantage to use this Pass-Thru 26/1/24 is that all the 
24 bits are kept and therefore, duplicate of ID code is less likely to occur than in a 16 bits configuration. 
 
The link which allows computing the bio ID from the card code depends to the card format and the Bio Wiegand 
format. A same cardholder may have different Bio ID according to the formats defined (as he has different card code 
according to the card format defined). 
Both of the codes are displayed on the ‘Badge’ screen, according to the technology type selected. 
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If the Card format and the Bio format are the same for all the controllers and all the Bio readers, the algorithm which 
links the card code and the Bio ID is the same for all the system and therefore the cardholders IDs are similar on all 
the bio readers. The ID/Template may be broadcast to all the bio readers. 
If these formats are different from reader to reader, a cardholder may have a different Bio ID. Guard Point Pro will 
send to each Bio reader the ID computed according to the format defined in the corresponding Reader database. 
 
8- Pending Commands 
Some actions related to the Bio-Readers that are not executed because a temporary communication failure. These 
actions are stored in a buffer as pending commands that are executed later when communication is regained. These 
are the following actions: 

1. Delete the entire template of a cardholder 
2. Delete all templates of a given badge 
3. Delete all template belonging to a Bio-Reader 
4. Delete a specific template 
5. Download all templates to a specific Bio-Reader 
6. Download cardholder template to all Bio-Reader 
7. Download a single template to all Bio-Readers 
8. Replace an old badge with a new badge 


